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SUMMARY 

An investigation is made of the laminar, large Reynolds number, 

two-dimensional recirculatory flow induced in a circular cylinder by 

the steady tangential motion of a segment of the periphery. A review 

of the pertinent published literature indicates that the theoretical 

and experimental results are inconclusive, except for the observation 

that the flow field configuration may be idealized as a constant-vorticity 

core surrounded by a boundary layer along the wall. With the assumption 

of this flow configuration, a solution for the peripheral boundary layer 

is derived by utilizing for the stationary and the moving wall respectively 

two linearized forms of the laminar boundary layer equation, each containing 

an arbitrary stretching-function. The mathematical solution to the problem 

is approached through a Fredholm integral equation for the boundary layer 

velocity distribution. For the primitive case where the two stretching

functions for simplicity are assumed to be equal to the same constant, 

results are calculated which are in complete agreement with previous work 

by Mills. A second paper is being prepared in which the correct stretch

ing-functions are actually determined for the present problem. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

a length of moving segment of Sb in physical plane 

A 
length of moving of . " 1 a segment Sb l.n Xm pane 

b breadth of cavity 

c length of stationary segment of Sb in physical plane 

A 
length of .,... 1 c stationary segment of Sb l.n Xs pane 

d depth of cavity 

F force on Sb 

k(x) von Mises stretching f~nction 

ko constant approximating von Mises stretching function 

K K = Uc/U core velocity ratio 

i(x) Oseen stretching function 

)0 constant approximating Oseen stretching function 

Ub/v ,Reynolds number based on cavity breadth 

Re Re = Uc ).. b/v Reynolds number based on flow length 

U 

v 

w 

outermost closed streamline of recirculation flow field 

velocity parallel to wall 

constant velocity of moving segement of Sb 

constant velocity at outer edge of core 

free stream velocity of external flow field in cavity flow 

/\ 2 _ K2 
v = Us 

A 2 
w = Urn 

x distance measured parallel to wall in physical plane 
X 

~ ~ =1 'lIar) d r distance parallel to wall in transformed plane 

iii 



y distance measured normal to wall 

p density 

.;) kinematic viscosity 

~ ~ . "fa.. wall length ratio 

..y r>: )1Il/~j stream function 

Subscripts 

m refers to moving wall 

s refers to stationary wall 
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INTRODUCTION 

GENERAL 

Laminar recirculatory flow fields are common in aerodynamics, and occur 

for example behind bluff bodies, in discontinuous expansions, ahead of forward 

facing steps, and in cavities. In addition, the flow fields associated with 

peripheral jet and plenum chamber vehicle support devices in translation are 

of a recirculatory nature. The present study is concerned with a laminar 

version of a particular type of recirculatory flow field encountered in the 

context of plenum chamber support devices. 

The steady state recirculatory flow field to be considered is subject to 

the following restrictions: First, the location of the "bounding-streamline" 

of the recirculatory flow field, Sb' will be considered fixed and independent 

of both the external and the internal, recirculatory flow fields. Second, the 

velocity along the bounding-streamline will be assumed piecewise constant. 

Third, the recirculatory flow field will be assumed amenable to division into 

an inner constant-vorticity core centered in the flow field with a constant 

velocity Uc at its periphery, and a thin boundary layer located adjacent to Sb 

with a velocity distribution periodic in arc length. 

The problem of determining the velocity distribution in this boundary 

layer represents a special case of the classical "continuation problem" formu

lated by Prandtl l in 1904. The periodic solution corresponding to recirculatory 

flow is of obvious importance to the full understanding of the general continu

ation problem, and should be relatively less difficult to verify through ex

perimental observation. An experimental program is in fact being undertaken 

in parallel with the present theoretical investigation, and will be reported 

elsewhere. 



HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Recirculatory flow fields in general are divided into two types 

depending on the nature of the bounding-streamline Sb. The first, or 

"free-streamline", type is the more common and also the more difficult 

to analyze. In this problem the location of the bounding-streamline Sb 

2 

is at least in part not known a priori, and must be determined by matching 

the internal and external pressure and velocity distributions. The second, 

or "fixed-streamline" type strictly speaking includes only those recircula

tory flows completely surrounded by solid boundaries of fixed location. 

However, many flow fields not altogether surrounded by fixed boundaries still 

have the location of Sb so closely suggested by the physical circumstances 

that they may be analyzed as if Sb were known and fixed. In addition, many 

free-streamline recirculatory flow problems are amenable to iterative methods 

of solution, where the location of Sb is initially assumed, the internal and 

external flow subsequently calculated as in a fixed-streamline problem, and 

the inconsistency gradually removed by a succession of improved assumptions 

of Sb. 

Two of the parameters commonly used to describe these flow fields are 

the wall length ratio, )l = cIa, where c and a are the lengths of the sta

tionary and moving segments. of Sb' respectively,and the core velocity 

fraction K = uclu, where U is the velocity of the moving segment of Sb. In 

the free-streamline case, U is not known a priori and depends on the inter

action of the internal and external flow. However, in a previous work on 

recirculatory flow, Mills2 suggests that U be approximated by 55 per-

cent of the free stream velocity of the external flow field. This value 

will be used herein as the definition of U for all cavity flow fields in 

order to facilitate the comparison of free-streamline and fixed-streamline 



results. 

Problems relating to the "free-streamline" type of recirculatory flow 

have been solved for a number of special cases. Using potential theory, 

Ringleb 3 derived the general inviscid velocity distribution along the wall 

for a class of cusp cavities, under the assumption that a standing. vortex 

forms within the cavity. 4 
Thorn and Apelt calculated the flow in certain 

two-dimensional rectangular cavities at low Reynolds numbers using a finite 

5 
difference technique. Batchelor derived the condition that the vorticity 

is uniform within the core of a closed flow for sufficiently large Reynolds 

numbers. Using this condition, Wood
6 

determined, from an exact analysis, 

the core velocity fraction K as a function of the velocity distribution 

3 

along Sb' For the recirculatory flow considered herein, his analysis yields 

the result that K = t/ /7i-~' . 
7 

Roshko measured the pressure and velocity distributions in a rectangu-

lar cavity on the floor of a wind tunnel for two free stream velocities, 

U. = 75 fps and 200 fps. This cavity had a fixed breadth b and an adjust-

able depth d. He obtained a series of profiles showing boundary layer 

behavior near Sb' but only in one case did his velocity traverse extend far 

enough into the interior of the cavity to sense the presence of the inviscid 

core. This traverse was made parallel to the bottom of the cavity at a 

depth d/2, and indicated the presence of a thin boundary layer on the walls, 

and the outer portion of what appears to be the core region. The boundary 

).bU 5 
layer had a characteristic Reynolds Number Re = ..v c::Y 10 and was 

probably laminar. At the upstream side, the core velocity ratio was found 

to be K = 0.49, while at the downstream edge, K = 0.71. nle flow pattern 

is thus not symmetric, and the pressure distribution along Sb would not be 

expected to be constant. Pressure measurem~nts along the walls of the cavity 
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indicate a large increase in pressure towards the downstream cavity wall. 

As the d/b ratio of the cavity was changed continuously, it was also ob-

served that the flow in the cavity was bi-stab1e for 1.2 < d/b <l.B. 

The particular pressure measured at the downstream edge of the cavity was 

dependent upon whether this range of d/b was entered from above or below. 

This suggests the formation of a second core region inside the cavity. 

Because of its relative simplicity there exists a larger body of work 

on the '~ixed-stream1ine'case. Weiss and F10rsheimB published an analysis 

of the fixed-streamline rectangular cavity flow valid for streaming motion. 

Their results indicate that for d/b = 1, there is a single core, nearly 

symmetric in th~ streamwise direction, and centered at y/b .7B, where y 

is the distance measured from the bottom of the cavity. For d/b = 2, a 

second but substantially weaker core is formed. 

In addition, Weiss and F10rsheim made visual studies at low Reynolds 

numbers of an analogous free-streamline flow and obtained results which 

agreed qualitatively with their theoretical results. They observed the 

onset of formation of a second core for d/b = 1.7, which is approximately 

the upper limit of Roshko's7 bi-stab1e regime. This suggests that if the 

effect responsible for Roshko's bi-stab1e regime is indeed the formation 

of a second core, then the occurrence of a second core depends on d/b alone 

and not on Reynolds number. 

Mi11s9 , Burggraf10 ,and Pan and AcrivoJ1 attacked the low Reynolds 

number (Rc <400) case of a fixed-streamline flow field, and obtained 

numerical solutions of the full Navier-Stokes equations for a rectangular 

cavity of varying d/bratioi~ They also verified their solutions qualita

tively by flow visualization experiments. Their iterative method of solu

tion is rapidly convergent at low Reynolds number but cannot conveniently 



be extended to a Reynolds number much larger than 400. 

. 12 
Squ~re treated the fixed streamline large Reynolds number case for 

a cylindrical cavity having half its periphery in motion ( )l = 1). 

Squire's method of solution was to assume the existence of an inviscid 

core and a surrounding boundary layer, and then to linearize the boundary 

layer equation by using the Oseen approximation, replacing 

by/) U ) IJ.. in the boundary layer equation. (The product 
AC' 1X 

I;( a + v- au.. 
Jx J3 

~ oUis sometimes 

denoted as a "convection velocity", but, since the implications of this 

term are incorrect,io will be called the Oseen constant herein). Next, 

as a working assumption, he assumes the value 0.5 for the core velocity 

ratio K, and he 3lso chooses that value for the Oseen constant ~~. 

Squire's analy'sis for).. = I yields the result that K = 0.5. Squire 

argues that his velocity at the edge of the core has been correctly taken 

to be 0.5U, because the solution obtained on that basis gives zero torque 

applied by the walls to the fluid in the cylinder. However, Squire's 

method of solution cannot be very accurate because the best choice for the 

Oseen constant is certainly not the same for a stationary wall as for a 

wall moving in the flow direction. 

Another analysis of the peripheral viscous problem is contained in 

a second paper by Mllls,2 who considered the flow in a square cavity with 

one wall moving ( ~ = 3). He assumes a core-boundary layer model as does 

Squire, but unlike Squire he chooses to use the von Mises form of the 

boundary layer equations, 

I 
(A 

This expression is then linearized by replacing l/u, the coefficient of 

;)t.C
dX 

by ko/U where ko is denoted herein as the von Mises constant. 
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6 Following a suggestion by Wood he chooses ko to be the reciprocal of 

the rms of the velocity along Sb' i.e. ko = 2. Using these assumptions, 

he determines that K = 0.5 and argues that this value is correct since 

the net torque in the cavity is zero. As already mentioned, Mills made 

experimental measurements of recirculatory flow fields of both the free 

and fixed streamline type. His velocity profiles for both cases show a 

nearly symmetric centered inviscid core surrounded by a thin boundary 

layer. 
5 

For the free streamline case at Rc ~ 10 , Mills considers his 

flow to be turbulent and shrinks his y-scale by the amount necessary to 

make his velocity profile data agree with the theory. Alternatively, 

since the velocity profiles depend strongly on the value of the von Mises 

constant, as in Squire's analysis, this effect may be an indication that 

an incorrect value was used for ko . The observed values of K were .5 

and .15 for the free and fixed streamline cases respectively, although he 

suggests the latter result may be erroneous due to experimental diffi-

culties. 

Before proceeding with the analysis, the following observations can be 

made in summary. Recircu1atory flow fields with a constant-vorticity core 

surrounded by a boundary layer are obtained in the laboratory for suffi-

ciently high Reynolds number. For recirculatory flow fields having d/b ~ 1, 

the core is nearly centered in the flow field, and the flow configuration 

appears to be unique. 
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PROBLEM FORMULATION 

BASIC MODEL 

__ --l---k7--Constant Vorticity Core 

~ ___ " __ ~~:.----Boundary Layer 

Fig. 1. 

The steady two-dimensional fixed-streamline flow field considered 

is contained within an infinite circular cylinder of radius r A 

segment of the periphery,of length a, consists of a solid wall moving 

tangentially at the velocity U, and the remainder of the periphery,of 

length c, consists of a solid stationary wall. If the Reynolds number is 

large enough, the flow pattern will be characterized by a thin boundary 

layer along the walls and a central rotating core. In the analysis to 

follow, it will be assumed that the core is concentric to the cylinder, 

has constant vorticity, and has a tangential velocity of KU at its edge. 

Correspondingly, it will be assumed that the boundary layer, because of 

its thinness, is the same as that on a flat wall in a free stream of 

constant velocity KU and the boundary conditions at the wall of zero slip 

velocity and constant slip velocity U for segments of length c and a, 

respectively. Two constraints are imposed which are not normally part of 

boundary layer theory, but which are obvious from the original circular 

flow version of the problem. First, since under the assumption of steady 
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recirculatory flow any fluid particle must return to its initial position 

with the same velocity it had when it started, the boundary layer must be 

periodic of period (a + c). Second, since under the same assumption of 

steady flow there is zero net torque on the core, the integral of the 

shear stress taken along the entire periphery must be zero. 

GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

The two-dimensional laminar incompressible boundary layer equation 

for a flow with constant freestream velocity, when combined with the con-

tinuity equation, yields: 

(la) 

The boundary layer equation is, of course, nonlinear, and even for the 

simple case of uniform flow past a solid surface, the only exact solutions 

are determined from lengthy numerical iteration or series expansion pro-

cedures. In the present case, where the initial velocity distribution is 

an unknown function of y to be determined implicitly from the analysis, 

an approach in terms of the full boundary layer equations seem overly 

ambitious, and various methods of obtaining an approximate solution were 

explored. Of the methods examined, an approach to the problem through 

linearization of the boundary layer equations appeared most promising in 

terms of its simplicity and flexibility. Two different approaches, each 

yielding the same form for the linearized boundary layer equation, are 

considered in detail below. 

The classical approximation due to Oseen replaces the left hand side 

of equation la by U S~, where U is the freestream velocity. This 

linearization procedure works very well where the local velocity differs 

from the free stream velocity by a small amount, as for instance, in the 



problem of wake development far downstream. However, for the prandtl 

boundary layer problem this method of solution gives a value of the 

11 

9 

shear stress which is high by 76 percent. Lewis and Carrier suggested 

that this linearization procedure be modified by replacing the left hand 

side of equation la by ~ U S:- where the constant)o represents some 

appropriate average of the normalized velocity in the vicinity of the 

wall, i.e. 0< Jo < 1. For simple flow problems having constant initial 

and boundary conditions this modified linearization procedure should be 

adequate. However, for more complicated problems an improved linearization 

method is required, since a constant 10 would not indicate the decreasing 

dependence with increasing distance of the wall shear stress on the initial 

velocity distribution. One such improved approach is to replace the left 

hand side of equation laby~l(~, where ~ = )f(x), ~(y) or ~(x,y) 
QX ' 

is denoted as the Oseen stretching function for reasons made obvious later. 

Th o h d h h b d 0 14 . LS approac was use, among ot er aut ors, y Sparrow an LLn Ln an 

analysis of the entrance effect in tubes. 

There are many methods by which ~ may be determined depending on 

the particular problem but each of these requires at least two criteria. 

First, since an approximate solution can at best correctly represent only 

a small portion of the true flbW field, a decision must be made as to which 

property of the flow the approximate solution should represent with the 

least error. A few of the properties that could be used are values at a 

point in space such as boundary layer thickness or momentum thickness, or 

on a surface in space such as inertia or shear stress. Second, a criterion 

must be established regarding which additional constraint on the problem will 

be used to determine ~ , so that it best represents the desired property. 

For flow situations in which an exact solution is known, the obvious 
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constraint is that the approximate solution for the desired property 

equal the exact 'solution for the desired property. For instance, if one 

considers the flat plate boundary layer problem and requires that the 

f - dependent approximate solution for the shear stress at the wall be 

correct, then one discovers that j (x) = 10 = 0.346. For the present 

problem, there is of course no exact solution available, and Je must be 

determined a priori. In order to formulate the problem it is presently 

sufficient to assume the existence of the function ~. Its determination 

will be deferred to a second paper. 

If it is assumed that ~ = ~ (x),this Oseen stretching function 

approach yields that the governing equation for the boundary layer flow 

equivalent to equation .1a is 

. ) 
~(~ U ;;- ::; (lb) 

As an alternative to improving the method used by Oseen, one can 

h 1·, h . 15 f f h b d 1 . c oose to LnearLze t e von MLses orm 0 t e oun ary ayer equatLons, 

(2a) 

which is equivalent to equation lao This form is the result of intro

=/-4'1" , where Y is the stream 
~ ~ 

2a is replaced by kC)() ) u... 
U. »i:" 

ducing the coordinate transformation y 

function. If the left hand of equation 

where k is denoted as the von Mises stretching function~ then we obtain 

a second linearized equation equivalent to equation 1a, namely 

(2b) 

This equation is linear in UL and has the same form as equation lb. 

However, the use of equation 2b instead of equation 1b for the present 
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analysis appears to have two advantages. First equation 2b describes 

the forces on a fluid particle in the "natural" coordinate system (x, yJ). 

Second, the von Mises equation has been successfully used by Wood in an 

exact analysis which appears to predict K correctly for the present problem. 

A similar analysis by Squire, using the Oseen equation instead is apparent-

ly incorrect since it predicts a value of K which disagrees with Woods' 

result. For these reasons the analysis to follow will be based on equa-

tion 2a alone. 

The present analysis will be undertaken in terms of the two undefined 

von Mises stretching functions, i.e., ~(x) for the moving wall and ks(x) 

for the stationary wall. The reasons behind the choice of a different k 

for the moving wall and the stationary wall will be considered in a later 

section. 

By redefining the variables in the following manner 

(3) 

a.. U/~ 

equation 2a is made dimensionless and of the following form 

(4) 

Henceforth, all of the analysis will be performed using dimensionless 

variables and, for simplicity, the asterisk will be dropped. Equation 4 

may be simplified further by absorbing k(x) in a coordinate stretching 

transformation of the form 

(Sa) 
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The linearized boundary layer equation then takes the form 

where (5b) 

At the end of the analysis, the physical x coordinate is reintroduced 

through the expression 

(5c) 

Equations 5 with an initial condition and two boundary conditions com-

prise the mathematical formulation of the linearized problem. 

DERIVATION OF GENERAL SOLUTION 

In order to provide for different k(x) on the moving and stationary 

walls, the recircu1atory flow field is determined from the solution of two 

separate but interdependent subproblems: the development along a stationary 

wall of a boundary layer with an arbitrary initial velocity distribution, 

and the same problem but with respect to a moving wall. It is permissible 

to divide the problem this way since the linearized boundary layer equa-

tion is parabolic; thus the downstream boundary conditions do not affect 

the upstream flow field. The solutions of the two subproblems are inter-

dependent because the velocity distribution at the end of the stationary 

wall constitutes the initial velocity distribution on the moving wall, 

and the velocity distribution at the end of the moving wall constitutes 

the initial velocity distribution on the stationary wall. 

A typical example of the velocity distributions on the moving and 

stationary walls in the transformed x coordinate system is sketched in -Fig. 3. It is important to note that the length of wall in the x co-

ordinate system (denoted by ~ and ~ for the moving and stationary wall, 

respectively) is as yet undetermined and will depend on the function k(x). 



K K K K 

u 

1\ 

Xm Moving Wall 
a 

K K K K 

A 

Stationary Wall C 

Fig. 2. Typical ?oundary Layer Development 
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The problem of determining the recircu1atory flow field is thus 

reduced to the simultaneous solution of the following two boundary value 

problems: 

) /" Z. d 1- Z. 
A. A 

a) ~ ::; a [ 0<: Xs < ( __ 0$ 

J Xs d yJ~ o<..~ <. OU 

Ct; (l) Y') ~ .... L 

u."" 
C ... 0..) sv) 

,<..."l- ~ ) 
l.{~ (x" 0 .::. 0 

JlYY/ 
1...i\ 2-

Q~ (~'f):=:1< 
(6a) 

}P_oO 

J D.~ )3-/,L A.. 

[ 0 <- Xm < A 

b) 
1.-\..., c::L 

~ 

) r ~ J X~ 
0 <- If <.....0:> 

IA::' (0, '1') -= "'~ C'" r) c..t.s "'J 

rl (~ V)::: 
M ""/ 

/ 

Jl-J71. 
I'l..-

(X_;t) 
2- (6b) 

t.A.".., ::. I< 
~-D«.) 

In order to make the boundary conditions at infinity homogeneous, 

and simultaneously simplify the analysis, let us make the change of variables 

",'L "L 

Iff = L-t,., -K 
~ z.. 

1T :::: a 5 -k 

which reduces the problem to the following form 

v(~r) ==- w (~ 'f) 
vex 0' = _J<l... 'l '/ 

1 c. m. "LTC;' 'f) = 0 
f-7;?aJ 

(7a) 



dw J2-w 
{ 

/'- -
:- o < XYt'I ~ C\-

d ;Xm d fL 0 .( Y' ' ad 

w('3~ ~ -v ( 'tJ 'f) 

w ( X"'J 0) ::- I-k"l.. 

Jli I'IJ. w( x-.... '1') == 0 
't~DO ) 

The initial-boundary value problems of equations 7a, 7b are 

first transformed to end point problems in the s-plane by means of the 

Laplace transform 

with the result 

j CO_sX' ....... 
::: 0 e w ( ~ t,PJ d X 

LA.F<fJV - 5 W 

tV(~D) -

o 

- v( [./ 'P) 

CI-Jt)/s 

-fi m. W-(~ 9') - 0 
f-'t>oo 
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(7b) 

(8a) 

(8b) 

The solution of equations 8a, 8b may now be determined for an 

arbitrary initial velocity profile. Since the equations for the stationary 

wall and the moving wall are of an identical form, only the solution pro-

cedure for the former will be presented in detail. 

The Green's function for the solution of equation 8a is determined 

from the associated homogeneous problem 

=- 0 

1(05/°) == 0 

/,;.",. et-!7i) =-0 
'f-i:7D' I 

(9) 



Thus, the Green's function for equation Sa is the solution of 

3~) - s ~ 

3 (70) :a. 0 

cSl~-S) 

Jl,J7? j (~3) .:; 0 
'J~oo 

It is easily seen that this problem yields as a result 

16 

(10) 

(11) 

and thus the solution of equation Sa with homogeneous boundary conditions 

is 
eo 

-V ::; j ,:, L Y) ~ s) vv- (~) S) <I) 
&7 

(12) 

To determine the solution with nonhomogeneous boundary conditions, we 

assume 

(13) 

The function P must satisfy the following equation and boundary con-

ditions 

and is found to be 

Pre; - S P ~ 0 

f Co) =- -1</5 

ii 111. PC!f) ~ 0 
Y'~/JO 

Pry,) -

(14) 

(15) 

It follows then that the solutions of Equations Sa, Sb in the s-plane 

can be given in the form 
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(16a) 

co 

tAr (~y1 -: j j (YJ~ .v v(~/-VJSt (J-J</!s C-
vsrt (16b) 

Formally transforming back to the s-plane, we obtain the velocity distri-

butions 

(17a) 

(17b) 

where 

l 'I ~ "...) =- I [(-l'f-f))~ (-(15)}1 
", I.)/ 1 Z ;;-~ e Xj> 4- 'X.J - e Xf 4-.t!J (18) 

It may easily be shown that the formal results given by equations l7a, 

l7b are the valid solutions of equations 7a, 7b Noting that 

v (t S) ~ -v( Xs)S)j.,.. .,... one may combine equations l7a, 
) )(.s = c.. 

l7b to give a single equation for W- (a, r ) 

W(~/,,) ~ [J,"'u;.r;~) { !~ (J/ s,' t') IP" (~f)d l 
_k7. cvfc(/f tj) J~ + (!-Kj ~ vfc (It l) (19) 

The solution of this equation is the velocity distribution at the end 

of the moving wall. Equation 19 is a singular Fredholm integral equation 

of the second kind with an iterated kernel, solvable in terms of a Neumann's 

series. 16 The obvious compactness of equation 19 is the reason an integr~l 

equation approach was taken to the simultaneous solution of equations 7a 

and 7b. 
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Briefly, Neumann's series may be obtained in the following manner . 

.A 

An initial approximation for the velocity profile W (~) r) is obtained 

from the nonhomogeneous part of the integral equation, and is substituted 

A I • as ur ( a.. ) f ) l.n the inner integral on the right hand side of equation 

19 The result of performing the indicated operations is an improved 

W ( 0...) r ) which can then be used in the same manner for a second cal

culation. The procedure is repeated until the desired accuracy is obtained. 

Symbolically, the solution of equation 19 may be given by 

(20) 
m 9 1 

) 

where m indicates the order of the approximation, G(~Jf):' (/-~kyfc.(/;F !) 
and I,J are operators such that 

and 

(4'1) ( ..... ,) (",.~\ (z] (,) 
I ;: .L I. .... -. :r L 

r f(x) = j(~)- (x/r) f (f) ciS 
o 

:J(~3) /(J) = j/l~ J>~)j), ('1'/ J; c) f(J) Jj 
- ;k~ erfcC/f t) 

(21a) 

(2lb) 

It can be shown that the solution is independent of the initial approxi-

mation for w ((;..) r ). Also, as shown in Appendix I, the solution is 

A -- uI valid for all a, c and T ~ 

The algebra of the operations required in equation 20 is routine 

except for the evaluation of integrals of the form 

(22) 

This integral, as shown in Appendix II, may be evaluated to give 

(23) 



(0) 

Making repeated use of this result, and taking ur = 0, Neumann's 

method yields 

where 

and 

( p) 
LA./" 

(;). (8:.
J 

'1') = (/_Kl-) - t9 ('G:) -to I< 1- 6l-C ~ ) 

(eX) f) ~ l/-J/) - tf)-( 0:.) -t- /("2. CJ( t?) 

1-1 {(I-K~ &( (n-I) 2) -t9("~/) t -t-O:) 
" .. , 

-r I< '- cY- (pt.) .P ;» 
} 

= 

19 

(24) 

Since as shown in Appendix I this series converges uniformly, it may be 

regrouped to give 

With 
/',2. 2-
c,,(m = lIJrl< I 

equation 25 may be substituted into equation 17a to yield 

~2- (X's r) >: 1. [tf ( (n -J t: +- Xs ) - tJ- ( ( YI -I)"l: t- ~ -r Xs) ~ 
s ) ",,' (26) 

-I- k2- &-( p ~ i-Xs) 

Similarly, equation 26 substituted into equation 17b yields 

(27) 

It is easily verified that the solutions given by equations 26 , 

27 satisfy the boundary conditions, the initial conditions, and the 

differential equations everywhere except at the points ~ = y ° and 

~ = y = 0, where there is a step discontinuity in the boundary conditions. 
s 
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An investigation of the solution for small x reveals that the singularity 

is the same as that encountered at the leading edge in the classical flat 

plate problem. This singularity is integrable, so the shear stress on the 

moving wall may be determined without difficulty. 

Although it has not yet been necessary to specify the stretching 

functions km and ks' a transformation of our results to the physical plane 

requires that these functions be known. It is not within the scope of this 

paper to accurately determine ~ and ks and a complete discussion of this 

question will be made in a subsequent paper. However, some qualitative 

observations bearing on km and ks are made on a simple basis in the next 

section. 

A QUALITATIVE SOLUTION 

A crude method for obtaining a preliminary value of k would obviously 

be to determine k such that the k-dependent solution for say, shear stress 

at the wall, obtained from the present linearized boundary layer equation 

for a particular problem, agrees with an exact solution, obtained from the 

full boundary layer equation for the same problem. For the present, we 

select as the basis for this determination the two following simple, steady-

state, two-dimensional, boundary layer flows with constant initial velocity 

profiles: the classical Blasius problem,and the moving wall problem. The 

first involves the flat plate boundary layer produced by a uniform flow of 

velocity U along a semi infinite stationary sharp edged flat plate aligned 
c 

with the stream. The second involves the boundary layer flow produced in 

an initially quiescent medium by the motion at constant velocity, U of 

the surface of a semi-infinite stationary plate in a plane parallel to the 

plate. Howarth l7 has determined that the shear stress at the wall in the 

?;, ~ . 33Z t 2ie l'u.v? 
Co 

Blasius problem is given by 
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while the author has determined that the shear stress at the wall in the 

-z: = -.11"1-I ?i IJ('" moving wall problem is given by 

The linearized solution for the Blasius problem yields 

!l:: z7? I' 21< Iii: ~ ~ 
and for the moving wall problem ~ = -;£: Jr ~21 /u~x=:7 
with ~(x) and ks(x) assumed to be the constants km and ks ' respectively. 

o 0 

It is easily seen that the use of ~ = 2.50 and ks 1.38 in the linear-
o 0 

ized analysis for these two simple problems will yield a shear stress 

which agrees with the exact result. If the linearized solutions had been 

normalized with respect to L{ as is done in the remainder of this paper, 

the appropriate results would have been ~ = 2.50 and ks 
o 0 

1. 38/K, where 

K = Uc/U. 

For the case when the initial velocity is not a constant, the lack of 

an exact solution prevents one from determining the stretching functions 

by the method above. In this case, the assumption that km and ks are con-

stant along the wall would not appear to be valid because the dependency of 

shear stress upon the initial velocity profile decreases with increasing 

distance downstream. It would appear, consequently, that the correct k m 

and ks must be nonequal, nonconstant functions of x. 

Despite these reservations let us assume, in the interests of simpli-

city, and with the expectation of a solution at least qualitatively correct, 

that km and ks are the nonequal arbitrary constants, ~ and ks · The 
o 0 

transformation connecting the plane in which this problem is solved and the 

physical plane becomes, from equation 5c 
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Hence, the solutions in the physical plane for the boundary layer velocity dis-

tributions are 

(f) (r) 
/,\ 

(~ 'f) = Ct' (Xs '1') /. t.-{.f s } "... 
)(s ~X 

(28a,b) 

(1"\ 

J&~ ex,.. /1') J".. 
S. 

U~ (x),!,) = x,.. = Y;,t .... 
Since, for steady state conditions the net torque on the flow field must 

be zero, the integral of the shear stress over Sb is zero, and we may deter-

mine K from 

where 

(29a) 

(29b) 

Substitution of equations 26, 27 in the above relations yields 

(30a) 

(30bre 

The determination of a K which makes Fs + Fm = 0 will depend only on 

).. and on the ratio k /k . If it is assumed at this point that exactly.:", 
So mo 

the same linearized equation describes the flow on the moving wall as on 



the stationary wall, then the ratio ks /km can be taken to be unity. 
o 0 

This assumption yields 

cp) 
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,II ",)1/2,. ( ....... ....) 'I,z. 
k 2- = 

J,I~ ..... .... )'/z... 
+ p"Z) ( (P-I) "'- of- p '-

(31) 
(p2 +(Pi"Yc. - (1'-1)0.. +f'c-

Now letting p-"", cD I we find 

1.. CoP) -J:. ./(.. "" k'- = a.. 
::- --- =- --

and thus 1'--00 ~-J.~ /,...A. 

I< = I/oj-).) (32) 

CONCLUDING DISCUSSION 

The boundary layer velocity distributions given by equations 26 and 27 

have been derived utilizing the single assumption that the boundary layer 

flow can be adequately described by the following linearized equation 

Whereas ~ and ks remain to be determined in a second report, a preliminary 

example of the adequacy of this linearized boundary layer equation has been 

assessed by approximating ~(x) and ks(x) by the representative constants 

~o and kso ' The solution for the boundary layer velocity distribution using 

these constants is given by equations 28 and 32. 

The most important result indicates that the core velocity fraction K 

depends only on the ratio k /~, whereas the velocity distribution and the 
So 0 

boundary layer thickness depend on the ko's directly. Thus Mills' use of 

-1 
k = k = (rms of U) = 2 can have no effect on the core velocity 

So mo 

fraction K and only influences the velocity distribution and boundary layer 

thickness. 
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A comparison of the core velocity fraction K for several investigators 

is shown in Figure 3. The agreement between the present solution given in 

equation 32 and Mills' theoretical results is to be expected, since he also 

used a linearized form of the von Mises equation and indirectly assumed 

k /~ = 1. The present results may be considered as independent verifica
So 0 

tion of Mills' solution for the simple case where k = k 
. So mo 

However, Mills' 

results do not apply to the actual case where ks(x) f ~(x) and thus are 

somewhat limited. The present results are also in perfect agreement with 

the exact solution for K given by Wood. Experimentally, Mills found that 

for ~ = 3,K ~ .15 in a fixed-streamline flow,and K ~ .5 in a free-stream-

line flow. He attributes the large discrepancy between the experimental and 

theoretical results in the former case to experimental difficulties. Any 

comparison in the latter case can be qualitative only since theory and ex-

periment are not for the same flow field. Likewise, Roshko's measurements 

in a free-streamline flow field are valid only for qualitative comparison. 

Basing his analysis on equation lb with 1~ = ~~. = .5, Squire obtained 

the result that K = .5 for ~ 1, which disagrees with Wood's exact result 

and is thus probably wrong. 

The velocity distributions within the boundary layer at four different 

stations, computed from equation 28 with k = ~ 
So 0 

2, are plotted in 

Figures 4 and 5 for ~ = 1 and A = 3, respectively. These results agree 

with those of Mills in the )l = 3 case for the reasons cited previously. 

Several general observations can be made from the results pr~sented in these 

figures. First, the oscillatory shear stress on the core~ 

direction to the shear stress on the ti6undary layer at the wall. 

there is a momentum flux into the core away from the stationary wall and 

a momentum flux out of the core towards the moving wall. It is this second 
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phenomenon that actually determines the motion of the core, as can be 

seen from a simple investigation of the start-up process. 

Further discussion of the flow, and comparison of the theoretical 

velocity distribution results with experimental data, will be deferred 

to the second part of this investigation, which will introduce the non

constant, nonequal ks(x) and k (x) provided for in the general formulation . m 

of this problem. 
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APPENDIX I 

The derivation for the region of validity of the Neumann series 

solution of equation 25 is based, primarily, on the theorems of linear 

spaces,l6,l8 which will be quoted without proof. Equation 25 can be 

written simply in operator form as 

26 

(1-1) 

where 

( u.. - A ( B~) 

=: ,(j~, ('I; S', 0..) ), UJ,' c) <A off '/§ 

and f = J<~ e~r(f£ ¥) - e yf(/i '!.) + (1- k') 

It can be shown the Equation (I-I) will possess a convergent Neumann 
¥2. 

series for any I"t whose norm is bounded (i.e. lllAll = [£COJlAll.d'PJ ~ cD ) 

providing that 1)./ <. /II/c./I , where 1/ ell is the bound of the 

integral transformation, defined by JI c II = JI (' !All = /I A BII 
JIu.(1 j/ 

In order to simplify the determination of I/efl , we will make use of the 

inequality II AB /1 ~ 1/ A (/ "If B}I , which is demonstrated for the present 

kernel in Appendix III. 

Now denoting 

w ('I') =- 8 (A ( 'f) 

K) < 

:: f :), ('Ij '" 0) ~ l!) d J 
co 

= jj (exp(-J,(<f-r)') -cxp(-b('f+J~ .... (J}df 
<> 



where d = 2/7r~ 
) 

we have 

_ h L 1fI-rJ Z- -b ('f/+t:. /-
- e e.... ~ lr) tA (t) 

_ b ("'+-J)l. -b ('f_t:)2.-

- ~ C LA lJ') V\(t:-) 

-be lII+1'J"L _b('f+-t:)l.. J d j 
+- <:: e LA ( .5") v...tc) .1"t: 

If in each of the four integrals above we let 

f ~ (5 - 'r) ) j=- ( t: - 'f) 

P ::: (5'- t) ) j"'( -7:"- t) 

p =- (-J -t)} :J:: (t -~) 

p =- (-J-r)} j -::-(--t-f') 

respectively, and denote 

12== 

27 
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Restricting Ul to be an odd function this equation simplifies to 

Now, since 

a:> 

J/ c 1/ 2..::: f 2 r.. If') 1. d if' 

we have 

Inverting the order of integration and making use of the Schwartz 

inequality, 

00 

j f ( p r 'f) f (J +- c;1 c:I p ~ JI ..;:-// 2-
o 

this reduces to 

which is simply 

Thus, 

/J J3J! = ~ '" b J/ !Ltd! -
/1 «/Iff) lilA-II 

.leA. b !/i?:-/I 
1141:11) II 1A.j) 

and likewise // f} II ~ } , which yields 

)J (. II :: II 11 B/I L J/ /J /1 Jlsl/ <. / 

28 



--

29 

Therefore, in order for ) < 'll/ell , we must have,).. -E:. I 

and, since in our case ~ = 1, the solution is valid everywhere and the 

series expressed by equation 25 is convergent. 
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APPENDIX II 

The integral 

e := j;k erf(/if :) [ <=xp l-'/~"i ~-J)~ 
_ e:.xp(-'/4-X)('f'f-J)'"i dr 

(II-1) 

may be evaluated in the following manner. Noting that 

af (/¥ if) =1;' { ap (-!4f)( i: - V-)'" 
_ cxp(-'/4CP) l ~+-SV)"Z-j jr=. 

(II-2) 

we may substitute equation 11-2 in equation 1-1 to get 

tID eo 

F • '/"£[ fo'rf fexl'(-("-P))p)-CXP{-(HP)7~f?],ji' 
[ c:: xp(-Cp-cr)/tfx)- cxp(- (PT1)#.~)~ if 

After carrying out the multiplication, and inverting the order of inte-

gration, use of the hyperbolic identity 
o / x-X 

2. stnh -;:: e - e: 

yields 

F.:: 

Making use of the identity 

si"h j} sinA B: (osh (J}fB)_oc;oSh (A-B) 
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we have 

19 
This expression when integrated and simplified yields 

E = 2/~()( ... f)' frexp (- (r--Yj/f(X+<fJ) 
() 

- e J(? H "t-Y;i/? (Kt-<f)) 3 J 2-

which from equation 11-2 reduces to 

E= 
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APPENDIX III 

The condition /1 AB 1/ tC 1/ A II /I B 1/ for the kernels given in 

equation 1-1 may be shown in the following manner. The operators A, B 

are defined such that 

t) .. f..'f) = f} We Y1 = c. [7v-{ r) ~, l ~ f) d.f 
00 

~ L w-U) j, l'f;rN; 

where the kerna1s are 

" (t/f) ::: z~ r ~xp{-(<P-~)'h;(..J - <"XP(-(\l-T.J7ftX~)J 

h, (~3) .::- Z ,;x; [exp (- ('i'-rJ4xJ - <".xp(- ('f+s/~xsJj 
and 

ur e- Ll. 

~B 6 L lL~L') 

Now 

tJO CP 

)Ie B ~('I').j :M 'l;oci w (Y) /', (zS),c/s;)z 

and interchange of the order of integration yields 

to 

A (Bw)\f) '" [wll) 1 -'I (t r})" c~/)) di':J;-
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or 

where H(r,jf ) is defined as the inner integral, and 

Z 

H 6 /tIRX'RJ (See Reference 20, p. 156) 

Thus 
(b 60 

/1178//', / IIIIUjS)/'-dl"dj , jHJ
Z 

-DO _<:16 

and making use of the Cauchy inequality it follows 

2. / leo ~ / II ( cJ; r) ) ,. 'I (tf/ 2) J, (Z"J r) j ~/ 
-tb I 

.::jiJ, ('!Ja)/die f;;" (~J;)/je 
/1 A 8//2. < J/ IJI/ 2.. 118# '-

If we assume ~ and J are the nonequal constants %,.J: ~ 00 in the 

integrals above, we can replace g,and h.with g2 and h2~ where 

~~(e-) ::: ',l'l'o)2:) 

hz. (i;-) =- hi (~JJ 

This assymption yields 
co d) 

J H ('f;f)t !::I./J~ (e)/:Aj / /;z[t)J dr-;r 
where the equality sign applies if and only if g2 and h2 are dependent. 



Now since we have 

:J l (e-) 0 27;;., { exp {-Ct. -~)X ,(~) -aP (-( to -t ctJ; x,j ] 

4d z-) ~ l~ { cxPl- (Jo-?;)/1xJ - e!(P( -cr.tij'}xJ) 

gz and h Z are certainly independent and /1 AB Jf L Il A /1 II B I I at 

34 

the point '/0' 50 . Since it is easily seen that II AB II .t:. II A/I II B 1/ 

for any neighborhood of )VO and ;: , we state that /I AB// L /! All liB // 

in all space for the kernals considered. 
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